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1. 100% Renewables – no longer an
impossible dream
An impassioned debate has broken out among energy experts about whether 100% renewables
is now within our grasp, says Canadian writer, Peter Fairley in the New Scientist. (1)
As the renewables revolution gathers momentum, prices have been falling and installations
have been surging. The world added 98 gigawatts (GW) of solar last year – over half of which
was in China. In California renewables already provide over a third of electricity and will
surpass 50% by 2030. Germany is aiming at 80% by 2050. But we also need to tackle transport,
heat and heavy industry.
In 2015 Mark Jacobson of Stanford University published a blueprint for shifting all US energy
needs exclusively to renewables by 2050. He subsequently extended the roadmap to 139
countries. One riposte said the plan rested on “implausible and inadequately supported
assumptions.” What the argument really resolves around is intermittency.
This variability challenge really starts to bite when renewables exceed about 70 to 80%,
according to modelling by the Hawaiian Electric Company.
One way to deal with daily fluctuations in renewable energy supply is by finding clever ways to
shift demand to take up surplus wind and solar when supply is running hot, and to defer when it
is not. The other way is to stockpile the surplus so we can use it when demand peaks. But
although batteries could plausibly hold enough juice to cope with day-to-day peaks in demand,
their costs make them a prohibitively expensive answer to monthly or seasonal fluctuations,
which are by far the biggest block to 100% renewables. Pumped Hydro Storage schemes are one
way of storing electricity for longer periods. Another could be the rapidly improving techniques
to convert surplus electricity into hydrogen, or methane. Sharing electricity widely across
continental super-grids also helps.
The real question is not whether we can get to 100%, but whether we can do it in time.
The New Scientist editorial says it is for sound economic reasons, not just environmental
concerns, that coal and nuclear are struggling to compete. Covering 100% of our energy needs
through renewable resources is no longer an impossible dream. The question is whether we can
muster the political will to make it happen by mid-century.

Go Local
Jacobson and his team are now developing roadmaps to transition 53 towns and cities in the
United States, Canada, and Mexico to 100% wind, water, and sunlight (WWS) in all energy
sectors by no later than 2050, with at least 80% by 2030. The roadmaps call for electrifying
transportation and industrial heat; using electricity, solar heat, or geothermal heat for water
and air heating in buildings; storing electricity, cold, heat, and hydrogen; and providing all
electricity and heat with WWS. This full transition in the 53 towns and cities examined would
reduce premature mortalities caused by air pollution, reduce global climate costs in 2050 by
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$393 billion per year, save each person ∼$133/yr in energy costs, and create ∼93,000 more
permanent, full-time jobs than lost. (2)

Speed of Decarbonisation
Emeritus Professor of technology policy at the Open University, Dave Elliott looked at work by
researchers at Imperial College London (ICL) who claim that studies that predict whole systems
can run on near-100% renewable power by 2050 may be flawed as they do not sufficiently
account for the reliability of the supply. They say the focus should be on maximising the rate of
decarbonisation, rather than the deployment of a particular technology, or focusing exclusively
on renewable power. Nuclear, sustainable bioenergy, low-carbon hydrogen, and carbon capture
and storage are vital elements of a portfolio of technologies that can deliver this low carbon
future in an economically viable and reliable manner. Elliott says the assertion that nuclear and
fossil CCS are vital may raise some eyebrows. Nuclear seems unlikely to be able to make a major
contribution to grid balancing since it is too inflexible and CCS, with many projects around the
world abandoned, seems increasingly unlikely to play a major role. (3)
Elliott says opinions vary on the speed that nuclear power can scale up. Some claim it can
quickly enough to meet the global climate threat, while renewables cannot. He looks at a new
paper by Amory Lovins and others who identify a range of errors, biases and misinterpretations
in the studies claiming to prove that nuclear growth has been faster than for renewables “…upstart technologies can overtake a powerful centralized incumbent”. The pace of global
decarbonization must not be constrained by incumbents’ inertias. Clearly they think renewables
can expand fast, which goes against an earlier study by the equally authoritative Vaclav Smil,
who concluded that “replacing the current global energy system relying overwhelmingly on fossil
fuels by biofuels and by electricity generated intermittently from renewable sources will be
necessarily a prolonged, multi-decadal process”.
Ben Sovacool at the Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex, UK, draws on some
historical examples of rapid change, and from a range of other academics to illustrate how
renewables can decarbonize quickly. But perhaps the best challenge comes from the actual
progress being made. (4)
The headline figure in the Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21’s)
2018 review of the global status of renewable energy is that, in 2017, renewables supplied
26.5% of global electricity, which coincidentally was about the same as for the UK. The UK has
now moved up to around 30% and that may well be true globally too.

Heat and Transport
Certainly, REN 21 says that renewables’ share of final energy consumption has continued to
grow globally, at around 5.4% averaged over the last 10 years for modern renewables, more for
some technologies. By contrast, over that period, fossil and nuclear only grew by 1.6% and
energy demand by 1.7%. However, while progress was good for electricity, REN 21 says “the
power sector on its own will not deliver the emissions reductions demanded by the Paris climate
agreement…to ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all. The
heating and cooling and transport sectors, which together account for about 80% of global total
final energy demand, are lagging behind”.
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Rana Adib, executive secretary of REN21 said: “We may be racing down the pathway towards a
100% renewable electricity future, but when it comes to heating, cooling and transport, we are
coasting along as if we had all the time in the world. Sadly, we don’t.” REN21 said of particular
concern was that global energy demand and energy-related carbon dioxide emissions rose for
the first time in four years in 2017, by 2.1% and 1.4% respectively. (5)

Energy Efficiency
The International Energy Association’s Tracking Clean Energy Progress review came up with a
similar message, but reflecting the IEA’s wider set of technology commitments, including
nuclear and fossil carbon capture and storage (CCS). It said energy efficiency improvements had
slowed and progress on CCS had stalled. On the other hand, the DNV-GL global consultancy
company, in its Energy Transition Outlook, claims that efficiency will dominate so demand will
fall. This view is also central to a new academic study. Published in Nature Energy, the study
claims that it is possible to reduce global energy demand so that by 2050 it falls to 245 EJ,
around 40% lower than today, despite rises in population, income and economic activity. (6)
Carbon Brief looked at the Nature Energy paper which says it is possible to limit global warming
to 1.5C and achieve many of the sustainable development goals without “negative emissions
technologies”. It says this “landmark” study provides policymakers with tools to implement
strategies to rapidly increase energy efficiency. Improvements in energy efficiency are largely
driven by technological and social innovations, such as the spread of digital services in the
global south and the rise of vehicle-sharing in the global north. (7)

UK Energy Statistics
The latest UK energy statistics show that renewable electricity generation increased by around
20% in just one year so that 29.3% of electricity consumed came from renewable energy in
2017. If at least 80% of the offshore windfarms now in different stages of planning (let alone
other renewable energy sources) come online, as could be expected, in the next 7 years, then
renewable energy will comprise half of total UK electricity generation by 2025.
Electricity consumption fell once again in the year 2017 compared to 2016. Electricity
consumption is now 9% less than it was in 2010. (8)
Keith Barnham point out that if the UK Government hadn’t cut subsidies to renewables they
could have provided 100% of our electricity by 2025. The first graph in his paper in Nature,
shows what would have happened in the UK if PV continued expanding as Germany had 7 years
earlier. Similarly extrapolations for onshore and offshore wind the dotted lines show what
might have happened in 2022 and 2021 respectively. The bio-electricity is particularly
interesting as on past performance the UK would have achieved its all-renewable target by
2025, before Germany as you see the lines would have crossed around 2019. The 15% flexible
bio-electricity contribution is crucial in both countries.
So, but for the cuts the all-renewable targets could have been reached before HPC starts and the
UK could have beaten Germany. (9)
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2. National Infrastructure Assessment
The UK’s first National Infrastructure Assessment, published by the National Infrastructure
Commission (NIC) says the UK can have low-carbon electricity, heat and transport in 2050 at
the same cost as today’s high-carbon energy system.
The 163-page report says the shift to greener energy is a “golden opportunity” and that
ministers must act now to seize it. The report sets out how the UK can move to “highly
renewable, clean and low-cost energy”, while ending the use of gas for heating and shifting to
100% sales of electric vehicle (EVs) by 2030.
It says a “quiet revolution” in renewable costs means government should prioritise wind and
solar, echoing new scenarios from the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) (see below). It also
calls for investment in energy efficiency to triple and for no more than one new nuclear plant to
be agreed before 2025.
The commission says: “It is now possible to conceive of a low-cost electricity system that is
principally powered by renewable energy sources.” It says at least 50% and up to 65% of
electricity in 2030 should come from renewables. The average cost of this highly renewable
system between 2030 and 2050 would be comparable to investing heavily in new nuclear.
However, it recommends a focus on wind and solar, where costs are more likely to fall even
faster than expected. This conclusion applies whether heat is predominantly supplied by
electric heat pumps or whether it is met using low-carbon hydrogen and biomass. (1)
In what Dave Elliott, Emeritus Professor of technology policy at the Open University calls a blast
of sense, the NIC says the government “should not agree support for more than one nuclear
power station beyond Hinkley Point C before 2025”, since their cost seem unlikely to fall, while
renewables are getting cheaper and could prove a safer investment. (2)
NIC calculates that the average costs for a 2030-2050 scenario with 90% renewables and less
than 10% nuclear would be slightly less than for a scenario with 40% renewables and around
40% nuclear. It adds “the higher cost of managing the variable nature of many renewables
(‘balancing’) is offset by the lower capital cost, which translates into lower costs in the wholesale
market”.
One of the NIC’s main concerns seems to be to slow down nuclear aspirations. Sir John Armitt,
NIC’s chair, said: “We’re suggesting it’s not necessary to rush ahead with nuclear. Because during
the next 10 years we should get a lot more certainty about just how far we can rely on renewables.
One thing we’ve all learnt is these big nuclear programmes can be pretty challenging, quite risky –
they will be to some degree on the government’s balance sheet. I don’t think anybody’s pretending
you can take forward a new nuclear power station without some form of government
underwriting or support. Whereas the amount required to subsidize renewables is continually
coming down. We’ve seen how long it took to negotiate Hinkley – does the government really want
to have to keep going through those sort of negotiations?” By contrast, he says, renewables
offered us a “golden opportunity” to make the UK greener and make energy affordable. (3)
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Nuclear Industry Spooked
The NIC has clearly spooked the nuclear industry which has expressed concern that the
Commission will put off potential overseas investors. Hitachi of Japan, CGN of China and Kepco
of South Korea are all considering investing in UK nuclear projects. But Richard Lowe, director
of power at Aecom’s environmental division, said the NIC report would spook those overseas
companies. He said: “This sort of message would have a lot of shockwaves. You would have to
presume that [the planned] schemes would be affected. It’s going to cause Korean and Chinese
investors to have a long hard look at whether they still make that investment”. And Tim Yeo,
former MP and chair of pro-nuclear lobby group New Nuclear Watch Europe, said: “If this is
taken on by government, it’s a serious blow. You’re not going to get people to invest in their supply
chains on the basis of only one nuclear plant coming forward.” (4)
Tom Greatrex of the Nuclear Industry Association says we should ignore the National
Infrastructure Commission because cutting carbon without the help of nuclear is a risky
business. In the last few weeks, we have seen the Nuclear Sector Deal, the strategy on zero
emission vehicle technology, the European Court dismissal of Austria’s challenge to Hinkley
Point C, a Brexit White Paper, National Grid’s latest future energy scenarios and the National
Infrastructure Commission’s (NIC) Assessment. All are, in and of themselves, important
contributions to the ongoing debate as we shift towards a low carbon future power mix, and the
distinction between electricity and energy continues to diminish. When government published
its Nuclear Sector Deal with the nuclear industry – one of the first of a number of sector deals
that will form part of the government’s developing industrial strategy – it did so on the basis of
an agreement that understood the inherent value of a baseload low carbon source of generation
that also provides highly skilled jobs, often in remote parts of the UK. In 2016, the value of civil
nuclear to the UK economy was £6.4bn – equivalent to the aerospace manufacturing sector.
Greatrex says both the National Grid scenarios and the Department for Transport's 'Road to
Zero Strategy' on zero emission vehicle technology, highlight the infrastructure gap that needs
to be addressed in maximising the potential for a significant reduction in transport emissions.
He says there are some troubling assertions in the Commission's work, such as the assumption
that interconnection will answer much of the current - and future - intermittency challenge by
assuming up to 30 per cent of annual power is imported, compared to four per cent now, and all
such imported power is zero carbon. (5)

Contractors have lost interest in nuclear and moved on
The Building Magazine website asks “are we really likely to get 90% of Britain’s electricity from
green sources within a generation?” It says NIC’s prediction is that the cost of an energy system
heavily reliant on nuclear will, on current terms, be marginally more expensive than one
powered 80%-90% by other renewables, and – importantly – that the cost of renewables is
much more likely to fall in future and thus ultimately work out significantly cheaper. It is only
because of all the uncertainties inherent in these predictions that it recommends continuing
with nuclear at all. The assessment says a minimum of 50% and as much as 90% of UK
electricity should come from renewables such as wind and solar power by 2050. Few outside of
environmental lobby groups have ever proposed a UK electricity generation sector reliant 80%90% on renewables before. (6)
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What the NIC’s team has reacted to is a dramatic fall in the price of renewable technologies,
particularly offshore wind, alongside a steady maturation in the technologies needed to balance
the inevitable intermittency of renewable power generation. Around 30% of UK electricity now
comes from wind and solar – up from 12% just five years ago. And where nuclear power station
Hinkley Point C required a guarantee of being paid £92.50 for every megawatt-hour (MWh) of
electricity produced to secure investment, the most recent offshore wind farms brought to
market, Moray Offshore and Hornsea 2, required a “strike price” of just £57.50 per MWh. This is
a fall of more than 60% compared with the first offshore wind plants developed four years ago.
Furthermore, the NIC says it has factored into its assessment the cost of balancing the
intermittency of renewables through storage, smart grids and interconnectors that will allow
energy to be imported when necessary.
The government has between six months and a year to respond formally to the NIC’s
assessment, but does not have to implement its conclusions, meaning opponents have an
opportunity to make their case. Richard Lowe, director of power in Aecom’s environmental
division says the report takes “an optimistic view” of the potential for interconnector and
battery technology to solve the intermittency issues inherent with renewables. “Batteries are
getting better but it may be 10-15 years before we can deploy them at scale. At current prices
they’re simply not deployable.” One senior industry source goes further, describing the
assessment as “garbage” and predicting that the government will ignore it.
Consultant Alistair Smith, formerly nuclear development director at contractor Costain, says
this experience means most contractors have already lost faith. “Aside from those involved in
Hinkley, contractors have lost interest and have moved on to more exciting things. Everyone’s been
burnt so many times that it would take a lot to convince a chief executive to go for another project
again.”
The NIC’s assessment makes clear beyond any doubt that renewable energy has arrived in a
way few thought possible even a decade ago. Spending money on more renewables and energy
efficiency measures would create far more stable and certain construction work than lumpy,
hard-to-fund nuclear projects. But uncertainties remain around the ability of renewables to
provide a base load of energy generation, despite technology advances. The government has a
year to decide whether it thinks it can trust the NIC’s advice. (7)

Hydrogen
The NIC says the government needs to make progress towards zero carbon heat by establishing
the safety case for using hydrogen as a replacement for natural gas, followed by trialling
hydrogen at community scale by 2021 and then, if all is well, a trial to supply hydrogen to at
least 10,000 homes by 2023, including hydrogen production with carbon capture and storage
(CCS). In parallel the NIC says, by 2021, the government should establish an up-to-date evidence
base on heat pumps performance within the UK building stock and the scope for future
reductions in the cost of installation.
There was no mention of the third possible option, local green heat networks, something the
government is beginning to take seriously, at long last, starting up its £320m heat net support
programme. That, admittedly, is small, but the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) has claimed that heat nets could expand from only supplying 1% of building
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heat demand now, to meet 17% of heat demand in homes and up to 24% of heat demand in
industrial and public-sector buildings by 2050. So it’s an odd infrastructure omission by NIC.
The NIC also wants to see the rate of installations of energy efficiency measures in the building
stock to rise to 21,000 measures a week by 2020, “maintained at this level until a decision on
future heat infrastructure is taken”. It says that policies to deliver this should include allocating
£3.8 billion between now and 2030 to deliver efficiency improvements in social housing. (8)
Richard Black, from the Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit, claims that, if the nuclear
programme is slowed as NIC suggests, even with a 50% renewable contribution by 2030, the UK
will miss its non-fossil energy target. So it would need more than 50% renewables. He warns
that contracting just one more nuclear power station before 2025 would mean that by 2032 just
Sizewell B, Hinkley Point C and one more nuclear plant – likely Wylfa Newydd – would be
operating in the UK, together providing around 16% of the UK’s electricity needs. If a further 50
per cent of power demand is provided by renewables by that date that still only gets zero
emission power generation up to a 65% of the power mix – a 20% shortfall against
government’s own targets. “Although the renewables figure for 2030 looks ambitious, it’s not
enough, combined with the Commission’s nuclear recommendations, to get us to the
government’s 2032 target for clean power,” Black told BusinessGreen. “This indicates that the
Commission either hasn’t appreciated the government clean power target, or has got its sums in
this area somewhat awry.” (9)
That depends on what happens to power demand. If the “decarbonisation by electrification”
programme is slowed (not so many heat pumps), then power demand would no doubt continue
to fall, as it has been over recent years. So there would be less need for new nuclear or extra
renewables. But there would then be a need for green gas or green heat networks, or both.
Biogas from farm and home waste anaerobic digestion is one obvious source in either case, but
may be limited, so a bit of solar heat and geothermal heat fed into heat networks would also be
useful. As well as biomass used in CHP plants. (10)
Here’s a report, says Nils Pratley writing in The Guardian that must not be lost in the noise of
Brexit. It’s a once-a-parliament affair from a body that was created to save us from the deadly
combination of politicians’ machismo and the electoral cycle. The NIC’s job is to inject long-term
strategic thinking into the critical business of building important stuff. Its first report contains a
devastating conclusion: the government should drop its obsession with building more and more
nuclear power stations. The NIC still imagines one more nuclear plant, on top of Hinkley Point C
in Somerset, before 2025, but the contrast with the government’s current approach is stark.
Energy ministers for a decade have told us that a “resurgence” in new nuclear in the UK is the
only way to keep the lights on while simultaneously reducing carbon emissions. As for the
hideous costs of Hinkley on our energy bills for 35 years, we were told they must be swallowed
to get the nuclear show up and running again. Another six plants could be needed, it has been
claimed. The government, when it gets back to governing, needs to respond. Its mania for new
nuclear plants has looked out-of-date, wrong-headed and unnecessarily expensive for ages. Now
even its own infrastructure adviser agrees. A U-turn is required. (11)
Kate Blagojevic, Head of Energy for Greenpeace UK, said – “The standard explanation for
favouring nuclear power over cheaper, safer, renewable sources is that nuclear provides
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continuous, reliable power. This is both inaccurate, as even a small accident can close a reactor for
months, and irrelevant, as ‘baseload’ power is only a requirement for the 20th century grid which
we are leaving behind. The NIC’s recommendations would force the government’s energy policy
into the 21st century, finally recognising the economic and environmental logic of backing cheap
renewable energy to keep the lights on and bills and carbon emissions down. We hope the
government will listen to the experts so that Britain can have an energy system fit for the future,
and be the international climate leader we claim to be.”

1.

Carbon Brief 10th July 2018 https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-uk-can-go-low-carbon-at-noextra-cost-say-infrastructure-advisors

2.

Physics World 18th July 2018 https://physicsworld.com/a/forward-energy-thinking-on-renewablesand-nuclear/

3.

As above.

4.

Building 24th July 2018 https://www.building.co.uk/news/infrastructure-report-prompts-warningsthat-overeas-investors-will-pull-nuclear-funding/5094758.article

5.

Business Green 19th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/opinion/3036159/its-time-totalk-about-solving-the-decarbonisation-challenge

6.

Building 26th July 2018 https://www.building.co.uk/nuclear-energy-gone-with-thewind/5094829.article

7.

As above.

8.

Physics World 18th July 2018 https://physicsworld.com/a/forward-energy-thinking-on-renewablesand-nuclear/

9.

Business Green 10th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035610/forget-yourplans-for-a-fleet-of-new-nuclear-stations-nic-tells-government

10. Physics World 18th July 2018 https://physicsworld.com/a/forward-energy-thinking-on-renewablesand-nuclear/
11. Guardian 10th July 2018 https://www.theguardian.com/business/nils-pratley-onfinance/2018/jul/10/government-needs-u-turn-over-mania-for-nuclear-plants
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3. Climate Change Committee
Another blast of sense comes from the Climate Change Committee’s annual progress report,
which says apart from Hinkley, “limited progress has been made with other new nuclear projects”,
but “if new nuclear projects were not to come forward, it is likely that renewables would be able to
be deployed on shorter timescales and at lower cost” (See page 71) (1)
It could, in fact, be cheaper for the UK to build new wind and solar farms in the 2020s than to
keep some existing gas plants running. This surprising insight comes in new scenarios for the
UK power sector up to 2030. They show how the sector can help meet the UK’s carbon targets,
by cutting CO2 output to no more than 100g per kilowatt hour (100gCO2/kWh). The new
scenarios include much more wind and solar than before, but less nuclear and carbon capture
and storage (CCS). This reflects much faster than expected falls in the cost of renewables since
the previous scenarios were published in 2015, as well as slow progress on new nuclear and
delays for CCS. Meanwhile, the government’s current plans towards the 100gCO2/kWh goal are
“not…credible”, the CCC says, with greater ambition needed. A renewables pathway is “likely to
be no more expensive than alternative pathways…such as increased gas generation paying a
market carbon price or importing electricity from abroad”, as renewables are now available on a
subsidy-free basis. (2)
The CCC complains that “there is no route to market for cheap onshore wind”. It’s the same for
large-scale PV solar. The fact that these options are now cheaper seems to have been used as an
excuse to remove access to the CfD market, without which, even if they get zero subsidies, they
are finding it hard to expand. Chris Stark, chief executive since April 2018 says “Finding a route
to market for the cheapest renewable electricity technology [onshore wind], would seem to me, to
be the most important step that government could take in the short term and I do believe it is daft
that that is not happening at the moment.” (3)
The CCC also makes clear the UK needs to get moving on the heat side, as well as on power and
transport, if it is to meet its climate targets. Interestingly, a new study for the CCC from Imperial
College looks at hydrogen gas grids and also domestic electric heat pumps and says that a
hybrid mix may be the least cost option, with the “hydrogen alone” route being the most costly.
Oddly, as with the NIC study, and also the new set of fascinating scenarios from National Grid in
its Future Energy Scenarios series, there’s not much on heat grids or CHP. And one version of
the hydrogen route they all look at relies on CCS to limit emissions, since the feedstock source is
fossil fuel. They also look at the alternative carbon-free route, “power to gas” conversion of
surplus renewable electricity to hydrogen, via electrolysis. It’s more expensive than the fossil
route, but it avoids costly and as yet unproven CCS. With 50% of variable renewables on the
grid (or 75% in one of National Grid’s scenarios) there would certainly often be plenty of
surplus output. Though some of that would perhaps be better used for (later) power generation
to balance lulls in renewables. But there may be enough for both uses – heat and power. (4)
On transport Chris Stark says he doesn’t “regard the 2040 phase-out of petrol and diesel vehicles
as being that ambitious. I mean, that’s 22 years away.”
Meanwhile, Tom Burke says there were 21 separate arbitrary changes to the Government’s low
carbon energy policy after the 2015 election, as hugging a husky gave way to green crap. Time
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and money was wasted on pursuing the Government’s inexplicable obsession with nuclear
power: the slowest and most expensive way to decarbonise electricity. On-shore wind, the
cheapest of renewables, was effectively banned if local communities objected but local
opposition to fracking for gas was over-ridden at every turn. Nothing chills energy investment
quicker than this kind of policy incoherence. He is in no doubt that the policy failure in building
a low carbon economy are entirely the fault of politicians who have often seemed far more
concerned with the right Daily Mail headline than with the right policy. (5)

1.

Climate Change Committee Annual Report 2018, https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/reducinguk-emissions-2018-progress-report-to-parliament/

2.

Carbon Brief 6th July 2018 https://www.carbonbrief.org/ccc-new-uk-renewables-could-be-cheaperthan-existing-gas-plants-by-2030

3.

Carbon Brief 12th July 2018 https://www.carbonbrief.org/the-carbon-brief-interview-chris-stark

4.

Physics World 18th July 2018 https://physicsworld.com/a/forward-energy-thinking-on-renewablesand-nuclear/

5.

Tom Burke 12th July 2018 http://tomburke.co.uk/2018/07/12/4464/
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4. The Road to Zero
There could be as many as 36m electric vehicles (EVs) on UK roads by 2040, double the number
expected just a year ago, according to the latest National Grid Future Energy Scenarios. Yet despite
raising electricity demand, National Grid now says the rapid rise of EVs will help the UK shift
towards more renewable and low-carbon electricity generation. Smart charging and vehicle-to-grid
technology means EVs will be able to help smooth electricity usage through the hours of the day.
They will be able to charge mainly when demand is low and even feed back into the grid when
demand is high.
Each year, National Grid publishes a set of four scenarios for the UK’s future energy supply and
demand built around the company’s own modelling and consultation with the energy community. The
scenarios help the company plan for an uncertain – but rapidly changing – energy system. The
National Grid says this year it has refreshed its scenario framework to reflect the increasing
importance of decentralisation and decarbonisation.
This year, National Grid says there could be up to 25m EVs by 2035 and 36m by 2040, effectively
doubling its outlook from last year. The figures represent a tripling compared to 2016’s figures and a
five-fold increase from the 2015 numbers. By 2040, National Grid now says EVs will reach saturation
point, with all possible vehicles electrified and new EVs replacing old ones as they retire.
But the scenarios anticipate that most consumers will avoid peak time charging and Vehicle to Grid
technology is a new input into the model. The use of smart chargers and vehicle-to-grid technology
means EVs can “supports the continued trend towards more low-carbon generation” by smoothing
supply and demand. National Grid says a range of commercial developments support its updated
views on EV charging behaviour: “A number of energy suppliers have launched EV specific tariffs
that have a time of use element [pricing to encourage off-peak charging].” There have also been
innovations and trials in vehicle-to-grid technology, it adds. (1)
National Grid now says peak electricity demand could be increased by between 3-8 gigawatts (GW in
2030 (4-14%) and by 3-13GW in 2050 (6-22%). National Grid inadvertently caused alarm last year
by suggesting that electric vehicles could, hypothetically, add as much as 30 gigawatts to national
peak electricity demand by 2050. That would have been a 50 per cent increase on today’s peak, if
nobody agreed to use “smart” chargers that charged at off-peak times. This year it assumes that smart
chargers will be used and that some vehicle batteries will supply power to the grid at peak times,
resulting in a “net” maximum increase in demand as a result of electric vehicles of 12.7 gigawatts by
2050. (2)
The government’s plan to clean up the nation’s road traffic was dismissed as a “road to nowhere” by
green campaigners. The long-awaited Road to Zero strategy, which is intended to phase out highpolluting diesel and petrol vehicles and shift to electric vehicles. Environmental groups have criticised
the government for dragging its feet on a move to electric vehicles which is already well underway
elsewhere, including Scotland. (3)
The Committee on Climate Change accused Ministers of squandering the opportunity to deliver a
sufficiently ambitious strategy for road transport. The government published its new strategy in July,
setting out plans to reform building regulations to accelerate the roll out of electric vehicle charge
points, invest in new charging infrastructure, and ban the sale of conventional petrol and diesel cars
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from 2040. Erik Fairbairn, CEO at charge point specialist POD Point, sums up the views of many: “As
a country, we can be leaders in zero emission transport, but we need to challenge ourselves. This
target is way too weak – the UK can do better. All new cars electric by 2030 is the target we need to
ensure that the UK leads on this. After all, countries including India, Ireland, Norway and the
Netherlands are already aiming for this date.” (4)
The CCC echoed that criticism saying the Department for Transport is "falling short of expectations"
and potentially risking the UK's climate targets at a time when emissions from transport are rising. It
argued the Road to Zero strategy "falls short in a number of areas". Most notably, it accused the
government of providing a "lack of clarity over the stated aim to end the sale of conventional cars
and vans in 2040". It said the failure to clearly define what is meant by conventional vehicles left
open the possibility of sales of conventional hybrids and very short range plug-in hybrids in 2040 and
following years. Fears the ban would allow hybrid cars that continue to emit significant levels of
carbon dioxide to be sold beyond 2040 were further fuelled by a pointed statement from DfT
suggesting sales of hybrids would not be banned.
In addition, it said the new strategy failed to incentivise the purchase of electric and hybrid vans,
despite the fact new models with longer electric range are well suited to the needs of urban van
drivers and emissions from vans are growing faster than those from any other form of transport.

1.

Carbon Brief 12th July 2018 https://www.carbonbrief.org/rise-uk-electric-vehicles-national-griddoubles-2040-forecast

2.

The Times 12th July 2018 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/business/grid-ups-its-estimate-forelectric-cars-9kqp58wgb

3.

Independent 9th July 2018 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/uk-electric-cars-vansgreen-transport-road-to-zero-air-pollution-climate-change-chris-grayling-a8437721.html

4.

Business Green 11th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3035664/shortof-our-expectations-ccc-warns-government-new-road-to-zero-strategy-puts-uk-carbon-targets-atrisk
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5. Energy Efficiency
Progress on improving energy efficiency of UK homes has stalled in recent years and the
question arises how much more potential for further energy savings exist across the housing
stock. Whilst there are some high-level estimates of the potential for buildings energy efficiency
in the UK, a more granular assessment is needed to understand exactly where this potential lies
and what form it takes. This new analysis fills this gap. It is based on the best available evidence
on the remaining potential for energy efficiency improvements within UK residential buildings.
Using UK government criteria for investment appraisal, this paper demonstrates that there is a
significant resource of untapped energy-saving opportunities in UK homes. Specifically, one
quarter of the energy currently used in UK households could be cost effectively saved by 2035;
and this could increase to one half if allowance is made for falling technology costs and the
wider benefits of energy efficiency improvements. However, these estimates are sensitive to the
assumptions made about capital, energy and carbon costs, and capturing this potential will
require both significant policy change and large-scale investment. (1)
The paper was published just as the Government decided to increase the final obligation under
ECO to £8.253bn lifetime bill savings, an increase from the £7.735bn consulted on.
One of the paper’s authors, Pedro Guertler, senior policy advisor at green think-tank E3G,
welcomed the focus on fuel poverty, and the reconfiguration of ECO's rules, but warned the
amount of energy efficiency investment in the scheme remained "far short of what is needed to
meet fuel poverty targets. At least twice as much support is needed for low income households who
struggle with their energy bills," he said. "Energy efficiency is the only permanent solution to fuel
poverty. The governments of Scotland and Wales grasp this, who, including ECO support, invest
four times and twice as much per capita respectively in low income household energy efficiency as
is invested in England.
He added: "The CCC recently reported that home insulation rates have crashed by 95 per cent
since 2012. The new ECO will drive just one eighth of the insulation rate that the National
Infrastructure Commission says is needed from 2020 to decarbonise our energy system at no extra
cost to households. The government needs to prepare a comprehensive energy efficiency
infrastructure action plan that delivers this and meets its Clean Growth Strategy ambitions." (2)

1.

Rosenow, J. Guertler,P. Sorrell, S and Eyre, N. “The remaining potential for energy savings in UK
households”, Energy Policy Volume 121, October 2018, Pages 542-552
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030142151830421X

2.

Business Green 19th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/newsanalysis/3036187/government-confirms-fuel-poverty-refocus-in-gbp6bn-eco-energy-efficiencyscheme
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6. Offshore wind gets a welcome boost
More than half a billion pounds worth of financial support will be up for auction every two years
for the next decade under Government energy plans which could mean that almost a third of
Britain’s power is generated by offshore wind turbines by 2030. (1)
Energy & Clean Growth Minister Claire Perry announced that offshore wind and, for the first
time, remote island wind providers will be able to bid for contracts to power up to four million
homes from Cornwall to the Shetland Isles. These clean electricity auctions will be held in 2019
and every two years from then on, signalling support worth up to £557 million for industry. The
auction will make the UK a beacon for inward investment and provide renewable energy
businesses the certainty to invest and grow and encourage long term investment to help reduce
the cost of energy. (2)
This should add between 1GW to 2GW of renewable wind power annually throughout the
2020s. Claire Perry said: “The UK renewables sector is thriving with more offshore wind capacity
here than anywhere else in the world and 50% of electricity coming from low-carbon sources last
year in what was our greenest year ever. For the last decade, the offshore wind industry has been a
great British success story: increasing productivity, raising earnings and improving lives in
communities across the UK; and today the sector gets the certainty it needs to build on this success
through the next 10 years.”
The UK already has more than 7GW of operational offshore wind capacity – the largest of any
nation – with a further 7GW already confirmed through secured contracts. Collectively, the
offshore wind sector plans to double its generation output by 2030 to 30GW.
Greenpeace welcomed the announcement, stating that offshore wind was the “logical choice to
provide the backbone of the UK’s energy needs”. However, the organisation’s head of energy, Kate
Blagojevic, labelled ongoing support for nuclear technologies as “confusing and irrational”.
Ørsted’s UK country manager and co-chair of the Offshore Wind Industry Council, Benj Sykes,
added: “We have proposed a transformative ambition to deliver at least 30GW by 2030, enough to
meet more than a third of the country’s electricity needs, which in turn, together with the pipeline
of regular auctions announced today, could increase exports five-fold, create thousands of skilled
jobs and reduce electricity system costs.” (3)

The next contract for difference (CfD) auction will take place by May next year. (4)
The plummeting costs of wind and solar power, which has dropped by 99% since the
technology was commercialised, has thrown the government’s commitment to nuclear power
into question, according to The Week. In contrast to England, Scotland has become a world
leader in sourcing its electricity from renewables, after a record year in 2017 for creating ecofriendly energy. The nation got more than two-thirds (68.1%) of its electricity from green
schemes last year, The Independent reports, up from 54% the year before. (5)


Meanwhile more than two thirds of British people, including 61 per cent of Conservative
voters, want see new onshore wind farms developed in the UK where they have local
backing, according to a new YouGov poll for trade body RenewableUK. The survey of
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more than 3,600 adults carried out last month found clear majority backing for a change
in current government policy to allow onshore wind developers to compete in Contracts
for Difference (CfD) price support auctions. (6)


Yet MPs are unaware of both the low cost and the popularity of onshore wind power in
Britain. A YouGov survey, commissioned by the Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit,
shows that just 8% of MPs know that onshore wind farms are now the cheapest way to
add electricity generating capacity in the UK. Alarmingly, 12% believe that large nuclear
power stations, like Hinkley Point C, provide the cheapest new capacity. The poll also
shows that MPs consistently overestimate opposition to onshore wind. The most recent
Government survey shows that just 2% of the population strongly opposes the
technology – but only 9% of MPs think that the figure is less than 5%. More than half of
MPs – 52%– believe the level of strong opposition to be above one in five. (7)

1.

Telegraph 22nd July 2018 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/07/22/minister-outlinemajor-boost-wind-power/

2.

BEIS 23rd July 2018 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/a-boost-for-north-east-innovation-topromote-high-quality-jobs-and-growth

3.

Edie 23rd July 2018 https://www.edie.net/news/10/UK-Government-plots-course-to-add-tooffshore-wind-capacity/

4.

Business Green 23rd July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3036312/great-britishsuccess-story-government-sets-out-timetable-for-offshore-wind-auctions

5.

The Week 24th July 2018 http://www.theweek.co.uk/95258/uk-offshore-wind-energy-to-doubleby-2030

6.

Business Green 16th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3035919/twothirds-of-britons-favour-new-onshore-wind-power
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7. Feed-in Tariffs
The Feed-in Tariff (FiT) Scheme, an incentive scheme that has driven the growth of small and
mid-sized renewable generation projects across the UK since 2011, is set to close next year
under new plans set out by the government.
A consultation has been launched by the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) setting out the plans.
In total, the FiT has delivered around 6GW of clean energy capacity and over 800,000
installations. But critics have also argued the scheme has eaten into budgets for clean energy
subsidies funded via energy bills, leading to higher ‘green levies’ while delivering emissions
reductions at a higher cost than larger scale projects. The government argues that as
renewables costs have fallen the sector no longer needs such a generous subsidy regime. It
decided in 2015 to close the FiT to new generation tariffs from March 2019, leaving only the
export tariff running. It is now proposing to fold that closure into the winding down of the
entire scheme by March 2019. (1)
The green economy has widely condemned the plans, deriding it for a lack of clarity and the
potential for it to have “worrying” and “truly bizarre” consequences. BEIS published two
documents that have been more than a year in the making. As well as the consultation on the
future of the feed-in tariff there is also a vision for the future of small-scale renewable
generation in the UK.
Chris Hewett, chief executive at the Solar Trade Association, said the government has been
“frighteningly vague” on what follows the feed-in tariff once it closes on 31 March 2019. “There
is real dismay that there is now a serious & needless policy gap between the end of FITs and the
start of the new regime. We are therefore asking the government to work with us and with the
industry as a matter of urgency to fill that gap and ensure a smooth transition next March,” he
said.
Scottish Renewables, senior policy manager Hannah Smith said: “Though we welcome the Call
for Evidence into the future for small-scale low-carbon generation, the lack of clarity on support
beyond the feed-in tariff is not welcome news.” One of the key announcements has been the
government’s plans to end the export tariff as well as the generation tariff as of 31 March 2019,
meaning that all solar installations completed after that date will not receive any financial
reimbursement for the excess power that is exported to the grid and used elsewhere. James
Court, head of policy and external affairs at the Renewable Energy Association, slammed the
situation as “truly bizarre”. (2)
Doug Parr, Greenpeace Chief Scientist said: “It’s absolutely shocking that just weeks after the
government’s main advisers on infrastructure and tackling climate change strongly recommended
that the government back wind and solar industries because they are the cheapest and cleanest
forms of power for the UK, that government is hanging these industries out to dry. The government
is not planning on financially or politically supporting them at all. Jobs will go, skills will be lost,
investment will dry up, and opportunities will be squandered. This is a farcical situation compared
to the billion pound government bail-out being considered for the Japanese nuclear company
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struggling to build a nuclear power station in Wales. It reveals another layer of the government’s
nuclear obsession that lacks economic or environmental merit, which will see the UK struggle to
meet its climate targets, and leaving our reputation for leadership on tackling climate change in
tatters.”

1.

Business Green 19th July 2018 https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3036226/governmentproposes-complete-end-to-feed-in-tariff-scheme

2.

Solar Power Portal 19th July 2018
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/renewables_lobby_lambasts_beis_post_subsidy_vision_a
s_truly_bizarre_worryin
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8. AMRs rise from the ashes of SMRs
On both sides of the Atlantic billions of dollars are being poured into developing small modular
reactors. (SMRs) But it seems increasingly unlikely that they will ever be commercially viable,
writes Paul Brown on the Climate News Network. (1)
The idea is to build dozens of the reactors (SMRs) in factories in kit form, to be assembled on
site, thereby reducing their costs, a bit like the mass production of cars. The problem is finding a
market big enough to justify the building of a factory to build nuclear power station kits. For the
last 60 years the trend has been to build ever-larger nuclear reactors, hoping that they would
pump out so much power that their output would be cheaper per unit than power from smaller
stations. However, the cost of large stations has escalated so much that without massive
government subsidies they will never be built, because they are not commercially viable. To get
costs down, small factory-built reactors seemed the answer. It is not new technology, and
efforts to introduce it are nothing new either, with UK hopes high just a few years ago. Small
reactors have been built for decades for nuclear submarine propulsion and for ships like
icebreakers, but for civilian use they have to produce electricity more cheaply than their
renewable competitors, wind and solar power. A number of companies in the UK and North
America are developing SMRs, and prototypes are expected to be up and running as early as
2025.
However, the next big step is getting investment in a factory to build them, which will mean
getting enough advance orders to justify the cost. A group of pro-nuclear US scientists, who
believe that nuclear technology is vital to fight climate change, have concluded that there is not
a large enough market to make SMRS work. Their report, published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, says that large reactors will be phased out on economic grounds,
and that the market for SMRs is too small to be viable. On a market for the possible export of the
hundreds of SMRs needed to reach viability, they say none large enough exists.
In the UK, where the government in June poured £200 million ($263.8) into SMR development,
a parliamentary briefing paper issued in July lists a whole raft of reasons why the technology
may not find a market. (2) The paper’s authors doubt that a mass-produced reactor could be
suitable for every site chosen; there might, for instance, be local conditions requiring extra
safety features. They also doubt that there is enough of a market for SMRs in the UK to justify
building a factory to produce them, because of public opposition to nuclear power and the
reactors’ proximity to population centres. And although the industry and the government
believe an export market exists, the report suggests this is optimistic, partly because so many
countries have already rejected nuclear power.
New funding measures for advanced reactor research and manufacturing will help the UK retain and
grow its nuclear expertise and signals support for a widening range of SMR applications, according
to Nuclear Energy Insider. The UK nuclear industry has broadly welcomed the UK government’s new
200 million-pound ($263.8-million) Nuclear Sector Deal which aims to cut the cost of nuclear power
and bolster the UK skills base.
The deal, announced June 27, includes £56m towards the development and licensing of advanced
modular reactor (AMR) designs and £32m towards advanced manufacturing research. In addition,
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the UK and Welsh governments will jointly invest $40 million in new thermal hydraulics testing. The
development funding will initially allocate a total £4m to eight non-light water reactor (non-LWR)
vendors, to perform detailed technical and commercial feasibility studies. The eight vendors are:
Advanced Reactor Concepts; DBD; LeadCold; Moltex Energy (which is planning to build a
demonstration SSR-W - Stable Salt Reactor Wasteburner at Point Lepreau in New Brunswick
Canada); Tokamak Energy; U-Battery Developments; Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation and
Westinghouse Electric Company UK.
In April 2019, three or four of these companies will be selected to receive a total of £40m to
accelerate the development of the design over two years. The Office for nuclear regulation will
receive £5m to support the process and a further £7m to build regulatory resources to assess and
license new designs.
The latest funding announcements could, for now, prevent an exodus of UK expertise to other
countries supporting SMR development. Several advanced reactor developers are simultaneously
pursuing SMR programs in North America, where government support programs are larger.
The new development funding schedule indicates the government has slowed down and broadened
its approach to SMR deployment since it launched a competition for the best value SMR in March
2016.
The final selection of SMR designs will come later than originally expected and signals a change in
scope and a recognition of multiple potential applications, Mike Middleton, Strategy ManagerNuclear at the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI), said. The funding scope recognises the
application of SMR technologies could be "broader than the traditional role as a baseload electricity
provider."
In addition to baseload supply, SMR developers are targeting applications such as renewable
energy load following, industrial power and heat, district heating, and hydrogen
production.(3)

Meanwhile Rolls-Royce is threatening to shut down its SMR development project unless the
government makes a long-term commitment including financial support in the coming months.
It has scaled back investment significantly, from several millions to simply paying for “a handful
of salaries”, said Warren East, Rolls-Royce chief executive. David Orr, executive vice-president of
Rolls-Royce’s SMR programme, said that without comfort from the government on two fronts
the project “will not fly. We are coming to crunch time.”
Rolls-Royce wants its technology to be chosen as the first to apply for a licence when a slot is
made available later this year. It also wants the government to provide financial support,
initially of about £20m, to take the technology through the early stages of the licensing process.
This would be match-funded by the consortium, which includes companies such as Laing
O’Rouke and Arup. Rolls-Royce is one of several consortia to have bid in a governmentsponsored competition launched in 2015 to find the most viable technology for a new
generation of small nuclear power plants.
However, when the nuclear sector deal was finally unveiled last month, the government
allocated funding only for more advanced modular reactors (AMRs). SMR’s, which typically use
water-cooled reactors similar to existing nuclear power stations, were omitted from specific
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funding even though they are closer to becoming commercial. This has frustrated those putting
forward SMR bids. Rolls-Royce has argued that developing its technology should be regarded as
a “national endeavour” to develop nuclear skills that can be used to create an export led
industry. (4)

1.

Climate News Network 27th July 2018 https://climatenewsnetwork.net/small-modular-reactorshave-little-appeal/
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9. Hinkley Notes
AN AUSTRIAN appeal against UK Government funding for Hinkley Point C has been dismissed
after a sprawling investigation. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled the UK government’s
contribution to the new nuclear power station did not constitute illegal ‘state aid’.
Green MEP for South West Dr Molly Scott-Cato said. “This decision is hugely regrettable. There
can be no justification for EU subsidies to be thrown at nuclear. Hinkley C is a particular tragedy
for the South West when we are blessed with exciting renewable energy alternatives. The region
has huge potential for both onshore and offshore wind; for tidal and geothermal energy and is the
region best suited in the whole of the UK to capture the power of the sun. Sadly, today’s ECJ ruling
will only serve to reinforce the government’s ideological obsession with nuclear. The National
Infrastructure Commission agrees that nuclear is not the way forward for the UK and that we
should seize the golden opportunities that renewable energy technologies provide.” (1)
Austria objected on three grounds. First, that Britain was guaranteeing to buy energy from the plant
for 35 years at £92.50 per megawatt hour, index-linked from 2012 – or twice today’s wholesale
price. Second, the government has undertaken to compensate the developers “in the event of an early
shutdown on political grounds”. Third, that the UK was happy to underwrite project debt, via credit
guarantees on bond issues, up to a total £17 billion.
The Times said according to the ECJ none of that remotely counts as state aid. No, the EU’s general
court has just slapped down Austria for bringing its complaint, arguing that “aid is necessary in order
to attain, in good time, the objective of creating nuclear energy generating capacity” Yes, just don’t call
it state aid. (2)
Rebecca Harms, spokeswoman for the Greens / EFA Group in the European Parliament says “The
Euratom Treaty is a relic of the past and gives the high-risk nuclear technology with billiondollar subsidies an unfair competitive advantage. The Euratom Treaty does not match the
European requirements for clean energy and fair competition. We must end the distortion of
competition in the European energy market, reform the Euratom Treaty and rely on the energy
transition.” A report “Pathways to a Euratom Reform ” by Dr. Dörte Fouquet on behalf of the Greens
/ EFA Group is available here: http://rebeccaharms.de/files/1/n/1nqn7097gnq8/attc_9ZoZQVsNer5ciwSC.pdf
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